Out of This World | Panel Quilt
Written by Donna Jordan for Jordan Fabrics

Finished Size: 39 x 56”

Fabric Requirements:
1/3 each of 6 background fabrics
Panel Print: 2/3 yards – Needs 24 “pictures” that measure approximately 6 to 8 inches
Border: ½ yard
Binding: ½ yard
Backing: 2 ½ yards

Cutting Instructions:
From your 6 background fabrics, cut 4 – 10” squares from each. From your panel, cut
24 “pictures” with ¼” seam allowance around each.
Sewing Instructions: NOTE - Be sure to watch our YouTube video tutorial for a fantastic
demonstration of the following steps!
Center a panel onto a background piece with both right sided facing up. Fold the right
side of the background over the panel so that the fold line is right along the cut edge
of the panel and steam press. Repeat with the left side of the background. Open up
both folds. Fold the top side of the background over the panel so that the fold line is
right along the cut edge of the panel and steam press, being careful that you keep the
first two folded lines. Repeat with the bottom side of the background.
With the background still folded, stitch a ¼” away from the fold. This stitching will
enclose the raw edge of your panel inside the seam. Repeat with the opposite side, and
iron the background open with the seam allowances facing away from the center. Refold the other two sides along the fold lines and stitch along the fold, using a ¼” seam
allowance and again iron flat with the seam allowances away from the center. Repeat
with the other 23 panels and backgrounds.
Layout your finished squares in a 4 x 6 patchwork. Stitch into rows, and stitch the rows
together.
Cut border fabric 5 @ 3” WOF and sew onto all sides of your patchwork. Quilt, bind,
and enjoy!

